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EVENTS
For full event listings, click here

SHOP OPENING HOURS
Monday-Friday: 9.30am - 5pm
Saturday: 9am - 5pm
Closed on Bank Holidays
The website is open 24/7!
Visit us on these sites too:

JP Pushes the Boundaries of Design
JOHN Packer Ltd has long had a reputation for offering
instruments in minority areas as well as the popular instruments.
Now we've gone a step further and launched two brand new
instruments for left-handed players.
The JP251SWBL
trumpet is not only in
a fantastic black
finish, but perfectly
designed for the many
players who find the
right handed model a
bit of a challenge
dextrously speaking.
Richard Smith (SmithWatkins) once again
came to our aid in
designing a leadpipe that compensates for the air travelling on a
different side of the instrument.
Andy Still, our resident single reed specialist, is seen here
demonstrating the JP245L. We
always thought that Andy's
nickname of 'Lefty' referred to
possible political leanings, but it
transpires that his left-hand
actually functions better than
his right! It was this that gave us
the idea for a world-beating
concept. Andy a left-hander
since birth, has been an
inspiration in motivating this
revolutionary design and is
confident that he will quickly be
able to forget the habits formed
by 40 years of playing the other
way round. It is estimated that
10% of the world's population are
left-handed, so huge sales are
expected. We are now working
on a new left-handed sling to
compliment it.

Steve Peas into The Record Books
STEVE 'Lips of Steel' Herbert is
shown here breaking the world
record for suspending a pea on a
jet of air projected through a
trumpet mouthpiece. Steve
trained for months to be able to
perform this feat - hours spent

perform this feat - hours spent
lying down, pouting and
breathing heavily enabled him to
achieve a staggering 4 hours, 63
minutes and 14 seconds.
Steve puts his success down to hard work, clean living and the
strict military training that enabled him to master rectangular
breathing during his time as a Royal Marines Musician.

Don't Play Under the Weather
We all know how
changeable the British
weather can be and
yet 1000s of you have
a lyre in your case for
when you're required
to 'march to the beat
of the drum'. What
happens when
perambulation meets
precipitation? We have
the solution - The
Packer Patented
Precipitation
Protector. It has a
universal fitting to fix
securely to almost
anything thus providing
shelter for you and
your valuable
instrument when the
heavens open! It is
available in a range of
attractive colour's Andy Still is seen here
modelling a rather
dapper fuchsia
example. Specially vented to eliminate the possibility of denture
damage in high winds, these wonderful innovations are
inconspicuous, easy to assemble and cunningly collapse so that
they will fit into your back pocket. Be the envy of your friends
and get one now - specify colour when ordering.
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